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ABSTRACT

This study evaluated whether common self-report measures of television and game violence exposure represent reliable and valid measurement tools. Three self-report measures – direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites – were assessed in terms of test-retest reliability, criterion validity (their relationship with coded media diaries), and construct validity (their relationship with aggression and gender). A total of 238 adolescents participated in a two-wave survey and completed two media diaries. For game violence, the three self-report measures were reliable and valid. For television violence, only direct estimates achieved test-retest reliability and construct validity. Criterion validity could not be established for the television violence measures because the media diary was not a valid criterion for television violence. Our findings indicate that both direct estimates and favorites are valid measures for game violence, whereas for television violence only direct estimates are valid. We conclude with a discussion about ways to further improve upon and reconceptualize media violence exposure measurement.
Assessing the reliability and validity of television and game violence exposure measures

Media violence research has always been characterized by a certain degree of controversy, and even more so in the past decade (Busching et al., 2015; Kirsh, 2012). Although it is true that different studies have found different effect sizes of media violence on aggressive behavior, this range is easily surpassed by the range in interpretations of these effect sizes. Some researchers have compared the strength of the effect of media violence on aggression to the effect of smoking on lung cancer (Bushman & Anderson, 2001), while others maintain that media violence does not increase aggression at all (Ferguson, 2009). In this debate, researchers often refer to low quality of measurement as an explanation for small or large effects on aggression (Elson & Ferguson, 2014b; Ferguson & Savage, 2012; Krahé, 2014b). Many media violence studies use traditional self-report measures, which have often been criticized for their low reliability and validity. Yet, little research currently exists that can speak for or against the quality of self-report measures of media violence exposure used in this field. This lack of knowledge hinders a meaningful interpretation of and debate about the influence of media violence on aggressive behavior.

Our ability to detect and interpret effects of media violence exposure directly depends on the reliability and validity of its measurement. Reliability refers to “the extent to which an experiment, test, or any measuring procedure yields the same results on repeated trials” (Carmines & Zeller, 1979, p. 11), while validity pertains to whether a measure actually reflects the concept it is intended to measure (Carmines & Zeller, 1979). The consequences of using measures of low reliability and validity are substantial. Measures of low reliability introduce additional error variance into statistical models, which results in underestimated effect sizes or even null effects (Jordan, Trentacoste, Henderson, Manganello, & Fishbein, 2007; Lee, Hornik, & Hennessy, 2008; Prior, 2009). Low validity, in turn, makes it difficult to interpret any relationships found between an exposure variable and an outcome (Valkenburg & Peter, 2013b).

Remarkably, given the long history of the field, little research has been undertaken to assess the reliability and validity of media violence exposure measures that rely on self-report. Our current knowledge about the quality of existing measures consists mainly of published articles reporting internal consistency statistics of exposure measures, sometimes complemented by test-retest reliability statistics in longitudinal research. Few formal validation studies exist, with the notable exception of a study by Busching et al. (2015), which investigated the reliability and validity of measuring violent game exposure through favorite titles or genres. Although Busching et al.
found that the measures they investigated were reliable and valid indicators of game violence exposure, no such knowledge is available for television violence exposure measures. Systematic evaluation of self-report measures of media violence exposure, both televised and game-based, is necessary in order to assess whether this field can continue with or should reconsider using current self-report measures. In order to enable critical evaluations of past studies, as well as optimal measurement in future research, this study examines and compares the reliability and validity of two of the most common types of self-report measures of exposure to television and game violence: direct estimates and favorites.¹

Direct estimates of television and game violence exposure

Direct estimates measure the frequency and/or duration of participants’ average exposure to media violence. For example, Fikkers, Piotrowski, Weeda, Vossen, and Valkenburg (2013) used direct estimates of television and game violence exposure, asking adolescents to report (a) on how many days per week they watch violent television programs [play violent games], and (b) how much time (in hours and minutes) they spend watching violent television programs [playing violent games] on those days. The key advantage of direct estimates is that they are a quick way to obtain an estimate of a person’s media exposure. For this reason, many large-scale surveys have incorporated direct estimates (Vandewater & Lee, 2009). However, arriving at a correct estimate requires several cognitive steps to be taken by the participant. Participants have to (a) understand the question and interpret it in the way intended by the researcher, (b) retrieve all relevant information from memory, then (c) integrate all this information into a single answer, and (d) report this answer correctly and truthfully (Robinson & Godbey, 1997; Schwarz & Oyserman, 2001). During this process, the accuracy of the resulting answer may be affected by two factors (Valkenburg & Peter, 2013b). First, cognitive factors (e.g., problems with recall) can affect the precision with which participants are able to recall and report time spent with violent content. This may be especially difficult for younger participants who may not have developed all necessary cognitive skills yet (Ogan, Karakus, & Kursun, 2013). Second, motivational factors (e.g., attraction to violent content) can affect participants’ interpretation of what is “violent” and consequently their reporting of exposure to violent media content.

¹ Although the term “direct estimate” could be interpreted as suggesting that favorite titles are an “indirect” measure, we use the term because it is most common in the literature. We do not suggest that the favorites are an “indirect measure.”
Although a number of studies have used direct estimates for media violence exposure (Fikkers et al., 2013; Fraser, Padilla-Walker, Coyne, Nelson, & Stockdale, 2012; Graber, Nichols, Lynne, Brooks-Gunn, & Botvin, 2006; Nikkelen et al., 2014; Slater, 2003; Slater, Henry, Swaim, & Cardador, 2004; Wallenius, Punamaki, & Rimpela, 2007; Wallenius & Punamaki, 2008), direct estimates are most often used to measure general exposure to media – irrespective of content. Most of the current knowledge about the reliability and validity of the direct estimates is therefore based on studies validating direct estimates of general exposure to television. These studies consistently show that general direct estimates have sufficient reliability and validity, and although general direct estimates tend to overestimate exposure, they have been shown to correlate moderately with a criterion or “gold standard” measure (e.g., media diaries in which participants report all titles of media they have used on a particular day; Anderson, Field, Collins, Lorch, & Nathan, 1985; Greenberg et al., 2005; Schmitz et al., 2004; Van der Voort & Vooijs, 1990).

Although direct estimates of general media exposure have demonstrated sufficient reliability and validity in previous research (e.g., Anderson et al., 1985; Van der Voort & Vooijs, 1990), it is unclear whether this is also true of direct estimates of violent media exposure. Compared to estimating one’s time spent with games or television in general, estimating one’s exposure to violent content in games or on television requires the extra cognitive step of assessing the presence of violent content in those media. Participants not only have to recall when and how long they were playing games or watching television, but also more specifically which kind of content they were consuming at those times, and only report those instances in which content was violent. This brings an additional cognitive task to the answering process that may affect the reliability and validity of the resulting answers. It is therefore necessary to evaluate specifically the reliability and validity of direct estimates of exposure to violence in games and on television.

**Favorite titles as measure of media violence exposure**

A second common type of media violence exposure measurement is based on participants’ favorite media titles. This approach was developed by Anderson and Dill (2000) to measure exposure to violence in games. Participants are asked to write down their three favorite games, and to indicate for each title (a) how often they play it (never, sometimes, often), and (b) how violent its content is. The favorites have frequently been used to measure exposure to violence both in games and on television (e.g., Coyne, Nelson, Graham-Kevan, Keister, & Grant, 2010; Ferguson, San Miguel, & Hartley, 2009; Gentile, Lynch, Linder, & Walsh, 2004). Measuring media violence via favorite
games or television programs provides a simple solution to the main weakness of the direct estimates. Where direct estimates require that participants recall all instances of media violence exposure, which is cognitively demanding, the favorites only focus on the frequency and violent content of a limited number of favorite media products. Because participants only have to recall how often they play a particular game or see a particular television program, it is more likely that the frequency and content of these favorites are accurately recalled (Schwarz & Oyserman, 2001). However, the potential penalty for this improved recall is that the favorites do not capture all media violence exposure. After all, exposure to violence in non-favorite games or television programs is excluded. In addition, the favorites rely on participants’ own interpretation of “violence,” meaning that different participants may assign different levels of violent content to the same favorite title.

One solution to the problem associated with using “user-ratings” of violent content is to use existing media rating systems. Instead of asking participants to assess the level of violent content in their favorite media titles (“user-rated favorites”), researchers have also used “agency-rated” favorites. For example, they have used official agency-ratings such as the Entertainment Software Rating Board to determine the level of violence in games and television programs (e.g., Boxer, Huesmann, Bushman, O’Brien, & Moceri, 2009; Clemente, Espinosa, & Angel Vidal, 2008; Coyne et al., 2010; Ferguson & Olson, 2013; Lenhart et al., 2008). While user-rated favorites are a quicker method, agency-rated favorites ensure that violent content is assessed in the same way across all participants. Although this ensures consistency across study participants, different rating systems themselves differ in what they consider “violent,” and this can vary between countries (Price, Palsson, & Gentile, 2014) as well as over time (Gentile, Humphrey, & Walsh, 2005).

Busching et al. (2015) recently compared user-rated and agency-rated favorites as measures of game violence exposure using three longitudinal samples from the United States, Germany, and Singapore. Findings indicated that (a) users and agencies arrive at similar levels of violent content for the same game (inter-rater reliability), (b) there is high agreement between user-rated and agency-rated favorites (convergent validity), and (c) user-rated and agency-rated favorites both show significant positive correlations with aggressive behavior, with slightly higher correlations for the user-rated favorites (construct validity). This study revealed that agency-ratings do not necessarily result in better reliability and validity of the favorites than user-ratings of violent game content, suggesting that both can be used in research.

While Busching et al. (2015) provide useful comparative information on using different types of ratings for video game violence, their study does not provide any
indication as to whether user-ratings and agency-ratings may also be reliable and valid for television violence exposure. Apart from Busching et al., knowledge about the reliability and validity of the favorites remains limited to what research articles report in their method sections (e.g., a test-retest reliability coefficient of \( r = .33 \), reported by Ferguson, 2011). As such, two questions related to the quality of the user-rated and agency-rated favorites remain unanswered. First, it is unclear to what extent the favorites provide a good indication of media violence exposure. Because of the favorites’ specific focus on a limited number of favorite media titles, they may not be representative of total game or television violence exposure. Second, it is unclear whether user-rated and agency-rated favorites are also reliable and valid measures of exposure to violence on television. Therefore, evaluating the reliability and validity of user-rated and agency-rated favorites as an indicator of exposure to violence on television and games is a reasonable next step.

The current study
Although some knowledge exists regarding the reliability and validity of the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites, this knowledge is not yet very systematic. As a result, it is difficult to know the extent to which these instruments are good measures of exposure to violence in different media. In addition, because each of these measures has its own unique weaknesses, it is difficult to establish literature-based a priori expectations about which measure(s) may be superior. Therefore, in this study, we evaluated all three measures against three measurement criteria. Specifically, this study assessed the test-retest reliability, criterion validity, and construct validity of direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites as measures of exposure to violence in games and television programs. Given that many studies investigate media violence in child and adolescent samples, our evaluation of these measures was conducted using data from a sample of early adolescents aged 10 to 14.

Test-retest reliability
Test-retest reliability is the extent to which a measure provides similar results when administered again after a period of time (Carmines & Zeller, 1979). It is not expected that re-administrations produce the exact same result, but rather that their results are consistent (i.e., a participant who has a high media violence exposure score at Time 1 is also expected to have a high media violence score at Time 2). Although it has been argued that assessing test-retest reliability for media violence exposure measures is less appropriate because exposure may vary over time (Busching et al., 2015), it is relevant to describe the extent of this variability. Given that (a) more variability will
result in lower test-retest reliability, and (b) reliability is a prerequisite for validity, information about a measure’s (lack of) variability is important for the interpretation of validation results. Therefore, the first step in this validation study was to assess the test-retest reliability of direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites by investigating the test-retest correlation between two administrations of these measures over a four-month period.

**Criterion validity**

Criterion validity is established by comparing the scores obtained with one measure to scores obtained with an already validated measure (the “criterion”; Schutt, 2012). The higher the correlation with a criterion, the more confidence we can have that the to-be-validated instrument measures what it is supposed to measure. Generally, media diaries tend to be seen as a “gold standard” in media research (Jordan et al., 2007; Juster & Stafford, 1991; Schmitz et al., 2004). Media diaries are one of the most elaborate measures of media exposure, measuring all titles of media products (e.g., games, television shows) used on a particular day, which are then coded for specific media content (e.g., violent content, see Bickham & Rich, 2006). The strength of media diaries lies in two elements that are known to improve recall. First, media diaries capitalize on the autobiographical structure of our memory. By encouraging participants to think about their day, a rich network of associations is activated, which increases the likelihood that individual episodes of media use are retrieved (Schwarz & Oyserman, 2001). Second, because media diaries tend to be filled out on the day itself or the day after, this short and recent reference period improves the likelihood of accurate recall (Schwarz & Oyserman, 2001). Indeed, a classic study by Anderson et al. (1985), in which parents kept media diaries of their child’s general television exposure, showed that media diaries have both high reliability (one-month test-retest reliability: $r = .72$) and high criterion validity (when correlated with video-observation: $r = .84$). Therefore, media diaries are frequently used as a criterion measure in validation studies (e.g., Greenberg et al., 2005; Özmert, Toyran, & Yurdakök, 2002; Schmitz et al., 2004; Van der Voort & Vooijs, 1990).

In media violence research, media diaries have not often been used as an exposure measure. This is mainly due to practical considerations: Using media diaries is not only expensive but it also places a high burden on both participants and researchers. Research projects often lack the time or resources for measuring media violence exposure through media diaries, and instead opt for shorter self-report measures. Indeed, when examining the empirical literature, media diaries have most often been used as a measure of general television exposure and not often for other types of media
such as games or for violent content in television or games (but see Bickham & Rich, 2006). However, because media diaries are expected to be more reliable than short self-report measures due to their recall-improving characteristics, it is reasonable to expect that media diaries can also serve as a criterion measure for exposure to violent content on television and in games. Therefore, the second step in this validation study was to assess the criterion validity of the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites by investigating their correlations with coded media diaries.

**Construct validity**

Construct validity refers to “the extent to which a particular measure relates to other measures consistent with theoretically derived hypotheses” (Carmines & Zeller, 1979, p. 23). The third step in our validation process was to test theoretically and empirically-based hypotheses in order to establish the construct validity of the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites. First, based on theoretical predictions (e.g., Anderson & Bushman, 2002) as well as meta-analytic evidence (Anderson et al., 2010; Bushman & Huesmann, 2006; Ferguson & Kilburn, 2009; Paik & Comstock, 1994; Sherry, 2001), we expect valid measures of television and game violence exposure to be positively associated with aggressive behavior:

**Hypothesis 1 (H1):** When measuring game violence exposure, (a) direct estimates, (b) user-rated favorites, and (c) agency-rated favorites will be positively associated with aggressive behavior.

**Hypothesis 2 (H2):** When measuring television violence exposure, (a) direct estimates, (b) user-rated favorites, and (c) agency-rated favorites will be positively associated with aggressive behavior.

Second, several studies have found that boys are more likely than girls to select violent media exposure (e.g., Boxer et al., 2009; Coyne & Archer, 2005; Olson et al., 2007). Valid measures of game and television violence exposure should reflect this difference. Therefore, we hypothesized that direct estimates, user-rated, and agency-rated favorites would indicate higher game and television violence exposure for boys than for girls:

**Hypothesis 3 (H3):** When measuring game violence exposure, (a) direct estimates, (b) user-rated favorites, and (c) agency-rated favorites will show more exposure for boys than for girls.
Hypothesis 4 (H4): When measuring television violence exposure, (a) direct estimates, (b) user-rated favorites, and (c) agency-rated favorites will show more exposure for boys than for girls.

METHOD

Participants and procedure
After receiving approval from the sponsoring institution’s Institutional Review Board, a large, private survey research institute in the Netherlands (TNS NIPO/Veldkamp) collected the data. Adolescents were recruited through TNS NIPO’s existing online panel of approximately 60,000 households that is representative of the Netherlands. Data collection consisted of two waves. The first wave consisted of an online survey in the last week of January 2012 and online media diaries in February 2012. Wave 2 consisted of an online survey in the last week of May 2012.

A total of 499 Dutch early adolescents between the ages of 10 and 14 years participated in both data waves. To be included in this validation study, participants had to have (a) scores on the direct estimates in both data waves, (b) at least one favorite television program and game that could be coded in both data waves, and (c) completed media diaries for one weekday and one weekend day, in order to establish criterion validity. A media diary day was defined as complete when all content on that day could be coded. The final sample consisted of 238 participants who met these three requirements (53.8% sibling pairs; 47.5% girls; age at Time 1: $M = 11.9$ years, $SD = 1.5$ years). All 238 participants were included in all analyses.

Measures of television and game violence exposure

Direct estimates
The direct estimates measured exposure to violent content on television and in electronic games with two items each (four items in total): (1) How often do you watch television programs [play games] that contain violence? and (2) On the days that you watch television programs [play games] that contain violence, how much time do you spend on this per day? Participants were given the following definition of violence: “All violence (for example, fighting and shooting) that living beings (for example, humans and monsters) do to each other.” Games referred to all types of games (video games, but also casual games played on mobile phones or websites). Response categories for the first item ranged from 0 (never) to 7 (7 days per week). The second item was an open-ended question, answered by filling in hours and minutes. The two items for
each medium were multiplied to calculate the number of hours per week of violent television and violent game exposure. Adolescents in our sample reported an average of 1.99 hours per week (SD = 2.64) of television violence exposure (girls: M = 1.27, SD = 1.53; boys: M = 2.63, SD = 3.22). For game violence exposure, participants reported an average of 3.48 hours per week (SD = 6.64; girls: M = 0.60, SD = 1.62; boys: M = 6.08, SD = 8.22).

Favorites
Participants were asked to write down the titles of their three favorite television programs and games. For each title, they indicated (1) how often they watch this program [play this game], and (2) how much violence the program [game] contains. Participants were given the same definition of violence as used for the direct estimates. Response categories for the frequency item were (1) never or almost never, (2) less than once a week, (3) once or twice a week, (4) three or four times a week, and (5) almost every day or daily. Response categories for the violent content item were (1) no violence, (2) some violence, (3) much violence, and (4) very much violence.

For the calculation of the user-rated favorites, the frequency and violent content items for each title were multiplied with each other; these scores were then averaged to provide an indication of the degree to which participants consume violence on television or in games (if participants had only provided one or two codable titles, we used the score of the one title or the average of the two titles). For television violence, participants reported an average of 5.15 (SD = 2.20) on the user-rated favorites (girls: M = 4.82, SD = 1.94; boys: M = 5.46, SD = 2.39; observed range = 1-15). For game violence, participants reported an average of 6.24 (SD = 4.13) on the user-rated favorites (girls: M = 4.02, SD = 2.01; boys: M = 8.25, SD = 4.51; observed range = 1-20).

For the agency-rated favorites, we multiplied the frequency item with agency-ratings of violent content (see Content Coding section), which were then averaged over all titles provided by that participant. For television violence, participants reported an average of 4.87 (SD = 2.44) on the agency-rated favorites (girls: M = 5.15, SD = 2.91; boys: M = 4.61, SD = 1.89; observed range = 1-15). For game violence, participants reported an average of 6.24 (SD = 4.13) on the agency-rated favorites (girls: M = 4.02, SD = 2.01; boys: M = 8.25, SD = 4.51; observed range = 1-20).

Criterion validity: Media diaries
Participants filled out online media diaries on one random weekday and one random weekend day in the month of February 2012. Media diaries were filled out in the evening after 8:00 p.m.; participants reported all titles of television programs and
games used in the 24 hours before (except between midnight and 7:00 a.m.). Following common diary practices, all participants received paper-and-pencil versions on which they could write down titles of media products during the day. They could then refer to this document when completing the online diary in the evening. In the online media diaries, participants were first asked whether they had seen any television programs or played any games during each of five specified parts of the day (8:00 p.m. – bedtime; 7:00 a.m. – noon; noon – 3:00 p.m.; 3:00 – 6:00 p.m.; and 6:00 – 8:00 p.m.). When participants answered yes, they were asked for the name of the television program(s) or game(s) that they watched/played during that part of the day. Participants then indicated how long they watched each program or played each game by selecting from a list the 30-minute time intervals (e.g., 6:00-6:30 p.m., 6:30-7:00 p.m., etc.) during which that program or game had been used.

Content coding
The titles provided by the media diaries and the favorites were coded for violent content using two official agency-rating systems. For television programs, the Dutch rating system “Kijkwijzer” (“Viewing guide”) was used (Valkenburg, Beentjes, Nikken, & Tan, 2002). This rating system advises parents about the potential adverse effects of television programs and movies on children. It assigns both an age rating (suitable for all ages / 6+ / 12+ / 16+) and a content rating (contains violence / scary content / sexual content / discrimination / drugs or alcohol abuse / coarse language). For games, the international Pan European Game Information (PEGI; 2012) rating system was used. This system also assigns both an age rating (3+ / 7+ / 12+ / 16+ / 18+), and a content rating, which is the same as in the Kijkwijzer. In both systems, a violent content rating in combination with a higher age rating indicates more severe violent content.

Content coding took place in three steps. First, trained coders coded the television and game titles by looking up their ratings in the online Kijkwijzer and PEGI databases. Second, titles that were not in these online databases were coded by our coders following the official Kijkwijzer/PEGI guidelines. Third, some entries in the media diary consisted of television channels instead of actual titles. For these entries, coders looked in the television guide to see which programs were broadcast at that time on that channel. These programs were then also coded and included in the dataset. For each of these steps, reliability was evaluated by double-coding at least 25% of the unique titles in the dataset. The media diary resulted in a total of 6,760 television entries, of which 92% could be coded, and 3,737 game entries, of which 86% could be coded. At Time 1, the favorites resulted in a total of 1,995 television entries, of which 87% could be coded, and 1,858 game entries, of which 84% could be coded. Coding
reliability was high (Kappa’s ranged from .83 to .94).

We calculated television’s and game violence exposure based on the media diary in three steps. First, we selected all television programs and games with a violent content rating. Then, we summed the number of 30-minute intervals associated with these violent television programs or games, which resulted in a number of hours of violent television/game exposure per diary day. Lastly, in order to arrive at an estimate of exposure in hours per week, we multiplied the violence exposure on the random weekday by 5 and the violence exposure on the random weekend day by 2, and then summed these two outcomes. This resulted in an average television violence exposure of 2.01 hours per week (SD = 2.77; girls: M = 2.14, SD = 3.18; boys: M = 1.90, SD = 2.34). For game violence exposure, an average of 4.57 hours per week (SD = 8.42) was reported by the participants (girls: M = 1.49, SD = 4.47; boys: M = 7.36, SD = 10.05).

For the agency-rated favorites, the categories of degree of violent content were kept similar to that of the user-rated favorites. Recall that the user-ratings consisted of the following categories: no / some / much / very much violence. The agency-ratings were mapped onto those categories in the following way: A violent content rating in combination with the lowest age rating (i.e., all ages or 3+) was considered “no violence”; violent content in combination with an age rating of 6+/7+ was considered “some violence”; violent content in combination with 12+ was considered “much violence”; and violent content in combination with 16+ and 18+ was considered “very much violence.” These agency-ratings of violent content were multiplied with the frequency rating of the favorites, and then averaged within television and game titles.

Construct validity: Aggressive behavior
Adolescents’ direct aggression was measured with six items adapted from the Direct and Indirect Aggression Scale (Björkqvist, Lagerspetz, & Kaukiainen, 1992). This measure has been used in adolescent samples with good reliability and validity (e.g., Hale, VanderValk, Akse, & Meeus, 2008). Adolescents were asked how often in the past six months they had done the following things to another adolescent: (1) call names, (2) push in a rough way, (3) kick or hit, (4) threaten to beat up, (5) fought with, and (6) tripped on purpose. Response categories were (1) never, (2) 1 time in the past 6 months, (3) 2 to 3 times in the past 6 months, (4) about 1 time per month, (5) about 1 time per week, and (6) about every day. Scores were averaged to create scales (α = .84), with higher scores indicating greater aggressive behavior. The mean score on aggressive behavior in our sample was 1.52 (SD = 0.72).
Analytic approach
The main analyses consisted of three steps. First, test-retest reliability of the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites was assessed by investigating the correlation between scores on the same measure at Time 1 and Time 2. Second, to assess criterion validity, correlations of the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites with the media diary were investigated. Third, for construct validity, we investigated bivariate correlations between the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites and aggressive behavior and gender at Time 1.

Pearson's correlation coefficients were not appropriate in this study for two reasons. First, all variables were non-normally distributed. As can be expected, many early adolescents had (very) low scores for media violence exposure, leading to a skewed distribution with a long tail. Second, approximately half of our sample (53.8%) consisted of sibling pairs, meaning that the assumption of independent observations is violated, which can result in overestimated coefficients. To account for these two characteristics of the data, we calculated Kendall's tau-a correlations in combination with the clustering option in Stata 12. In addition, we present asymmetric 95% confidence intervals for each Kendall's tau coefficient. Kendall's tau is a non-parametric correlation between two ranked variables (Newson, 2002). A positive value of tau represents the probability of agreement between two variables over the probability of disagreement between the same variables. Stata 12 enables a conversion of Kendall's tau into an approximation of Pearson's r using Greiner's relation (Newson, 2002). Although Kendall's tau is the more appropriate coefficient given the non-normal and clustered nature of our data, we also include Pearson's r to aid interpretation of the results.

Interpreting reliability and validity coefficients
In a validation study, the size of a correlation coefficient is an indicator of the extent to which reliability or validity is achieved. Yet, few guidelines exist for the interpretation of the correlation coefficients. To aid interpretation of the Pearson's r coefficients in our study, we relied on the extant literature to establish reasonable guidelines for evaluating measurement reliability and validity. First, we consider a Pearson's r coefficient in the range of .40 or higher to be evidence for test-retest reliability (cf. Dahlberg, Toal, Swahn, & Behrens, 2005, p. 3). Second, we consider a Pearson's r coefficient in the range of .50 or higher to be evidence of criterion validity (cf. Jordan et al., 2007; Van der Voort & Vooijs, 1990). Third, to achieve construct validity as predicted by H1 to H4, the exposure measures should correlate with aggressive behavior and gender in a way that is consistent with the theoretical and empirical literature. Meta-analyses
show that, in survey research, the average bivariate correlations between aggressive behavior and game violence range between .08 (Ferguson & Kilburn, 2009) and .20 (Anderson et al., 2010; Greitemeyer & Mügge, 2014), and falls in the range of .19 for television violence (Paik & Comstock, 1994; Savage & Yancey, 2008). Based on these results, we consider construct validity to be achieved when a television/game violence measure shows a positive bivariate correlation with aggressive behavior in that range (H1 and H2). Furthermore, related to H3 and H4, we consider construct validity to be achieved when a measure correlates with gender at .40 or higher, with higher violent media exposure for boys than girls (cf. Boxer et al., 2009; Coyne & Archer, 2005; Olson et al., 2007).

RESULTS

Game violence exposure
The upper panel of Table 1 presents the correlation coefficients and 95% confidence intervals for the measures of game violence exposure. The direct estimates of game violence exposure achieved test-retest reliability (tau = .52, r = .73, p < .001). For criterion validity, the correlation of the direct estimates with the media diaries came close to, but did not exceed our guideline of .50 (tau = .28, r = .43, p < .001). The two hypotheses related to the direct estimates’ construct validity (H1a and H3a) were confirmed: Direct estimates of game violence exposure were positively associated with aggressive behavior and showed more exposure for boys than for girls (aggression: tau = .17, r = .27, p < .001; gender: tau = .34, r = .52, p < .001).

The user-rated game favorites also achieved test-retest reliability (tau = .47, r = .67, p < .001). For criterion validity, the correlation of the user-rated favorites with the media diary also came close to, but did not exceed, our guideline of .50 (tau = .29, r = .44, p < .001). Hypotheses H1b and H3b, related to the construct validity of the user-rated favorites, were confirmed. The associations of the user-rated favorites with other theoretically relevant variables in the expected direction, we focus on bivariate correlations in this study. Studies that are interested in assessing effects of media violence on aggression or other outcomes would clearly include relevant control variables as a way of ruling out spurious relationships.

Footnotes:
2 Although meta-analyses provide an indication of the average effect size in a particular area of research, they are not free from limitations or subjectivity. As discussed by Savage and Yancey (2008), meta-analyses may provide overestimations of effect sizes due to problems such as publication bias, mixed quality of the studies included, problems with statistical reporting, and studies using post hoc comparisons. However, in the absence of other information on average effect sizes in this field, we use the most consistent meta-analytic evidence as indicator for a bivariate relationship between media violence and aggression.

3 As the goal of construct validity is to assess whether one measure correlates with other theoretically relevant variables in the expected direction, we focus on bivariate correlations in this study. Studies that are interested in assessing effects of media violence on aggression or other outcomes would clearly include relevant control variables as a way of ruling out spurious relationships.
aggression and gender were in the expected direction (aggression: \(\tau = .18, r = .29, p < .001\); gender: \(\tau = .35, r = .52, p < .001\)).

The agency-rated game favorites met all guidelines for reliability and validity. This measure of game violence exposure achieved test-retest reliability (\(\tau = .52, r = .73, p < .001\)) and criterion validity (\(\tau = .37, r = .55, p < .001\)). Construct validity (H1c and H3c) was confirmed as the associations between agency-rated favorites with aggression and gender were significant and in the expected direction (aggression: \(\tau = .15, r = .24, p = .002\); gender: \(\tau = .31, r = .47, p < .001\)).

**Television violence exposure**

The lower panel of Table 1 presents the correlation coefficients and 95% confidence intervals for the measures of television violence exposure. The direct estimates of television violence exposure achieved test-retest reliability (\(\tau = .34, r = .51, p < .001\)).Criterion validity could not be established for the direct estimates of television violence exposure, because its correlation with the media diaries was well below our guideline of a Pearson's \(r\) of .50 (\(\tau = .11, r = .18, p = .006\)). The two hypotheses related to the direct estimates' construct validity (H2a and H4a) were confirmed: Direct estimates of television violence exposure were positively associated with aggressive behavior (\(\tau = .19, r = .29, p < .001\)), and showed more exposure for boys than for girls (\(\tau = .14, r = .21, p < .001\)). For gender, the correlation did not meet our guideline of a Pearson's \(r\) of .40, but it was significant and in the expected direction.

For the user-rated television favorites, only test-retest reliability could be established (\(\tau = .33, r = .50, p < .001\)). Neither criterion validity nor construct validity was achieved for this measure. For criterion validity, the correlation between the user-rated favorites and the diary was well below our guideline of a Pearson's \(r\) of .50 (\(\tau = .08, r = .13, p = .038\)). For construct validity, no significant correlation with aggression was found (\(\tau = .02, r = .04, p = .575\)), thus rejecting H2b. H4b, which hypothesized more exposure for boys than for girls, was confirmed (\(\tau = .08, r = .12, p = .040\)). However, because the correlation was well below our guideline of .40, we do not consider construct validity with gender achieved for the user-rated television favorites.

For the agency-rated television favorites, too, only test-retest reliability could be established (\(\tau = .31, r = .47, p < .001\)). Neither criterion validity nor construct validity was achieved for this measure. For criterion validity, the agency-rated television favorites did not meet our guideline of .50 (\(\tau = .12, r = .19, p = .002\)). For construct validity, no significant correlations with aggression and gender were found (aggression: \(\tau = -.07, r = -.11, p = .120\); gender: \(\tau = -.00, r = -.00, p = .941\)), thus rejecting H2c and H4c.
Table 1 Test-retest reliability, criterion validity, and construct validity of game and television violence exposure measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of measure</th>
<th>Test-retest reliability</th>
<th>Criterion validity&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Construct validity&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Construct validity&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tau</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>Tau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Game violence exposure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct estimates</td>
<td>.52&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>[.45; .58]</td>
<td>.73&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.28&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-rated favorites</td>
<td>.47&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>[.40; .54]</td>
<td>.67&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.29&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency-rated favorites</td>
<td>.52&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>[.45; .58]</td>
<td>.73&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.37&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TV violence exposure</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct estimates</td>
<td>.34&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>[.26; .42]</td>
<td>.51&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.11&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User-rated favorites</td>
<td>.33&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>[.25; .41]</td>
<td>.50&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.08&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agency-rated favorites</td>
<td>.31&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>[.22; .39]</td>
<td>.47&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>.12&lt;sup&gt;*&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Pearson’s r was derived from Tau using Greiner’s relation in Stata (Newson, 2002).
<sup>a</sup> Criterion validity involves the relationship of the self-report measures with coded media diaries.
<sup>b</sup> Construct validity involves the relationship of the self-report measures with aggressive behavior and gender.
<sup>c</sup> Girls = 0; boys = 1.
<sup>*</sup> p < .05.
**Post hoc assessment of the media diary**

After completing the main analyses, we opted to conduct a post hoc evaluation of the media diaries for two reasons. First, no studies have used media diaries to measure exposure to violence in games and on television, and thus, our assumption of the media diary as an appropriate criterion for exposure to violent content may be incorrect. And second, in particular, the correlations between the three self-report measures of television violence exposure and the media diaries were remarkably low. Test-retest reliability for the media diaries was assessed by investigating the correlation coefficient between the two media diary days used in this study. Construct validity was assessed in the same way as for the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites, that is, via correlations with aggressive behavior and gender. Table 2 presents the correlation coefficients and 95% confidence intervals for the media diary measures of game and television violence exposure.

For game violence exposure measured with the media diary, test-retest reliability was achieved (tau = .30, r = .45, p < .001) as was construct validity (aggression: tau = .10, r = .15, p < .001; gender: tau = .23, r = .35, p < .001). However, for television violence exposure measured with the media diary, test-retest reliability could not be established (tau = -.01, r = -.01, p = .762). Construct validity was also not achieved: Television violence exposure measured with the media diary correlated negatively with aggressive behavior (tau = -.10, r = -.16, p = .015) and did not correlate with gender (tau = .01, r = .01, p = .863).

**Table 2** Test-retest reliability and construct validity of the media diaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Media diary</th>
<th>Test-retest reliability</th>
<th>Construct validity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tau</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent game exposure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>[.22; .37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent TV exposure</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>[.07; .05]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Pearson’s r was derived from Tau using Greiner’s relation in Stata (Newson, 2002).

* Girls = 0; boys = 1.

* p < .05.
As the post hoc analysis revealed that the media diary was not a valid criterion measure for television violence exposure, we also assessed the intercorrelations among the three self-report measures as an additional way of assessing their validity. High agreement between the self-report measures suggests that they are measuring the same concept, which is indicative of convergent validity (Busching et al., 2015). For game violence exposure, the direct estimates strongly correlated with the user-rated favorites (tau = .55, r = .76, p < .001) and the agency-rated favorites (tau = .48, r = .69, p < .001). The user-rated and agency-rated game favorites were also strongly related to one another (tau = .63, r = .84, p < .001). For television violence exposure, the direct estimates correlated moderately with the user-rated favorites (tau = .37, r = .54, p < .001) and low with agency-rated favorites (tau = .21, r = .33, p < .001). The user-rated and agency-rated television favorites showed high agreement (tau = .50, r = .70, p < .001).

DISCUSSION

The aim of this study was to evaluate whether three commonly used self-report measures of television and game violence exposure are reliable and valid measurement tools. To this end, we assessed the test-retest reliability, criterion validity, and construct validity of direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites as measures of exposure to violence in games and on television in an early adolescent sample.

Game violence exposure

Results indicated that for game violence exposure, all three measures achieved test-retest reliability and construct validity; that is, they showed stability over a four-month period and correlated as expected with aggressive behavior and gender (thereby confirming H1 and H3). Criterion validity (the degree to which the direct estimates and the favorites corresponded with coded media diaries) was highest for the agency-rated favorites. Correlations between the media diaries and direct estimates and user-rated favorites (.43 and .44, respectively) did not exceed our self-established guideline of .50. However, because we considered correlations in range of .50 as sufficient, we also consider these measures as having achieved criterion validity. Furthermore, our post hoc analysis indicated high agreement between the three self-report measures, which also supports these measures’ convergent validity. Therefore, we consider each of the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites to be reliable and valid measures of game violence exposure.
Television violence exposure
For television violence exposure, test-retest reliability was achieved for the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites. Construct validity could only be established for the direct estimates (confirming H2a, H4a); neither the user-rated favorites nor the agency-rated favorites achieved construct validity as a measure of television violence exposure (rejecting H2b and c, H4b and c). Criterion validity was not achieved with any of the three measures.

Given these relatively surprising findings for criterion validity, we conducted post hoc analyses of the media diary to ascertain its own test-retest reliability and construct validity. These analyses revealed that the media diary could not be considered a reliable and valid measure of television violence exposure in this study. Consequently, comparing the direct estimates, user-rated favorites, and agency-rated favorites to the media diary is not a valid way of assessing criterion validity for television violence exposure measures in this study. Therefore, only the results for test-retest reliability and construct validity can be used to evaluate the three self-report measures. The findings of these analyses show that only the direct estimates are a reliable and valid measure of television violence exposure. Based on the lack of construct validity for both the user-rated and agency-rated favorites, combined with the lower correlations of the user-rated and agency-rated favorites with the direct estimates, we cannot consider either favorites measure to be a valid measure of television violence exposure.

Implications for using current media violence measures in future research
Our study findings provide three relevant implications for researchers who are thinking about using direct estimates, favorites, or media diaries in their own work. First, our study indicates that media diaries may not be a "gold standard" measure when it comes to measuring exposure to specific content on television. The highly specific nature of media diaries – that is, the practice of filling out media diaries on one or two specific days – may render it particularly susceptible to the day-to-day variation that is inherent to media use (cf. Jordan et al., 2007). In other words, using a media diary on one or two specific days may not be representative of the television content that a person is exposed to on average. Instead, it seems more appropriate to use media diaries as a measure of time spent with television in general, irrespective of content.

Second, our findings revealed that the violence exposure measures used in this study (including the media diary) consistently worked better for games than for television. Although several differences in the nature of television and game use may be put forward to explain this pattern, our data suggest that the most likely reason is a
higher variability in television viewing versus game playing. In our study, for example, adolescents reported almost twice as many television titles compared to game titles in their media diaries. Moreover, television violence exposure was not very common in our sample of typically developing early adolescents (ca. two hours per week on average). This combination of high variability of television viewing and low frequency of violent content means that using media diaries on two days decreases the chance that certain programs (such as violent programs) are captured. This may explain why the media diaries and favorites worked less well in our study as measures of television violence exposure than as measures of game violence exposure. Future validation research may investigate whether measurement reliability can be enhanced by increasing the number of diary days or favorite titles reported, under the assumption that a larger number is more representative of total television violence exposure. Furthermore, our findings point to the importance of conducting validation studies when adapting measurement tools. The favorites measure, for example, was originally developed as a measure of game violence exposure (Anderson & Dill, 2000). The results presented here and elsewhere (Busching et al., 2015) support the reliability and validity of this measure for violent game exposure. However, our results do not support the use of favorites for measuring television violence exposure. This suggests that researchers should be cautious when applying a measurement approach designed for one medium to other types of media. Differences between media may affect measurement in unanticipated ways, making the assumption that one measure will also work for other media a hazardous one.

Third, our results support the conclusion by Busching et al. (2015) that both user-ratings and agency-ratings are reliable and valid ways of assessing the level of violence in games. From a utility perspective, this indicates that researchers need not spend the time and resources on having titles content-analyzed, at least not for general violent content in games. Interesting next steps would be to investigate whether user-ratings of more specific types of media violence, such as indirect aggression, are also reliable and valid indicators. The ability to use viewer interpretations, especially for concepts that are difficult to content-code, would provide a range of new opportunities for media violence research. For violent content in television programs, our findings indicate that neither user-rated nor agency-rated favorites were valid. However, it is important to note that although these measures were not found valid, our study cannot conclude whether this is a consequence of the ratings being invalid. It is possible that the television favorites were invalid because the low number of favorites used was not representative of exposure to violent television content, and not because users or agencies incorrectly assessed the violent content in those favorite television shows.
Before fully rejecting user-ratings and agency-ratings of television content, future research should compare different types of raters for violent television content to more fully assess the suitability of user-ratings or agency-ratings in television research.

Moving forward: Reconsidering media violence exposure measurement
Although our study shows that direct estimates (for television and game violence exposure) and user-rated and agency-rated favorites (for game violence exposure) are reliable and valid exposure measures, the modest reliability and validity coefficients obtained in this study indicate that there is room for improvement. It seems that the field of media violence research has reached an important crossroad. On the one hand, our study suggests that we may continue using direct estimates and favorites and accept that, as “reasonably valid” ways of capturing media violence exposure, they are good enough. Or, we can make an effort to advance the field through collective “disciplinary self-reflection” about how we measure media violence exposure (Valkenburg & Peter, 2013b). In our view, this self-reflection is critical, and should consider several aspects of the measurement process, such as the conceptualization of media violence exposure, the evaluation of media exposure measures, and anticipating challenges of self-report measures.

Conceptualizing media violence exposure
An important first step towards improving media violence exposure measurement is to think more carefully about what we consider “media violence exposure.” Remarkably, this question has received little attention. Although definitions of “violent media” have been put forward (e.g., media “that depict intentional attempts by individuals to inflict harm on others,” Anderson & Bushman, 2001, p. 354), these definitions lack precision about the type of violence we are interested in and ignore the issue of what exposure to such content is. A clearer conceptualization of media violence exposure will not only help us understand whether our current measures are capturing what we want to measure (Allen, 1981; Clarke & Kline, 1974), but will also encourage researchers to be more precise in their theoretical predictions about media violence (Jordan et al., 2007; Slater, 2004).

There are two ways in which we can improve our thinking about media violence exposure. First, we should consider the fundamental question of what is exposure to media violence. Looking at the current stock of media violence exposure measures, we see that exposure is operationalized as frequency, or “how often” people are exposed to violent content, in most exposure measures (including the favorites). Yet, frequency measures are unlikely to fully capture a media exposure experience. Consider the
difference between two adolescents, both of whom play violent games every day of
the week, but while one plays the game for only five minutes at a time, the other plays
for two hours each day. Although the frequency of exposure is the same, these media
experiences are likely to be different due to their differences in duration. On the one
hand, differences in duration may reflect different motivations for using such content
(e.g., ritualized media use – playing a game to pass the time waiting for a bus – versus
instrumental use – satisfying more intrinsic needs and motivations; cf. Przybylski, Rigby,
& Ryan, 2010; Rubin, 2009). On the other hand, this duration difference likely influences
how the user cognitively, affectively, and physiologically responds to the content (e.g.,
Krcmar & Lachlan, 2009), which is hypothesized to be a mediating route to media
effects (e.g., General Aggression Model, Anderson & Bushman, 2002; Differential
Susceptibility to Media Effects Model, Valkenburg & Peter, 2013a). Yet, despite the
added value of assessing both frequency and duration, few self-report measures take
into account both aspects of exposure (with the exception of the direct estimates).
As a field, it is important to think about what it is that we want to measure in terms of
“exposure” to violent content, and whether measures that favor frequency of media
violence exposure, duration, or both, are best able to capture this.

That said, we also should take the concept of “exposure” one step further and
consider whether measuring “time spent” with media violence is sufficient. Such
measures only focus on capturing “encounters” with media violence, but not whether
media violence was actually attended to (cf. Potter, 2008; Slater, 2004). The implicit
assumption that time spent with media violence (frequency, duration, or both) equates
with actual attention and cognitive effort to such content may be problematic in an
environment where media multitasking is increasingly common (Rideout, Foehr, &
Roberts, 2010). Researchers have argued that the kind of exposure, rather than the
degree of it, may be what matters (e.g., automatic, attentive, or transported exposure,
Potter, 2008; Valkenburg & Peter, 2013a). Relevant future research should reflect on the
concept of media violence exposure as well as try to identify the best ways of capturing
such exposure.

In addition to reconsidering how we define exposure, we should also be more
specific about the kind of violent content in media that we are interested in. Currently,
our self-report measures are characterized by a simplified view of violence by treating
such content as present or absent (Ferguson, Garza, Jerabeck, Ramos, & Galindo,
2013). Yet, just like “exposure,” media violence can differ in kind as well as degree
(Tamborini, Weber, Bowman, Eden, & Skalski, 2013). Within media effects research,
theoretical models such as Social Cognitive Theory (Bandura, 2001) propose that some
types of violent content (e.g., rewarded, justified, conducted by attractive perpetrators)
may be more influential than other types of violence (e.g., punished, unjustified). In addition, experimental studies have shown that different types of violence can result in different responses (e.g., Bartsch & Mares, 2014). Similarly, the uses-and-gratifications paradigm would suggest that media users may have preferences for different kinds of violence, perhaps as a result of developmental level (e.g., cartoon or fantasy violence versus more realistic violence; Valkenburg & Cantor, 2000) or disposition (e.g., Greene & Krcmar, 2005). Yet, current measures attempt to capture all violent content, instead of focusing on the type(s) of violence that are theoretically relevant. Thus, a second important way to improve media violence exposure measurement is to develop measures that are more sensitive to different types of violence and provide a better match with theoretical expectations about media violence.

**Evaluating media exposure measures**

Apart from more systematic attention to the conceptualization and operationalization of media violence exposure, if we hope to improve our measurement, we also must put forth evaluation criteria for when a measure is considered reliable and valid. The current lack of such guidelines was a challenge for our study as well as for other researchers who may wish to evaluate their measure before using it. Although a multitude of handbooks exists to define and explain the different types of reliability and validity, it remains unclear as to “how high” a particular coefficient must be before reliability or validity is achieved. In our study, we provided guidelines based on a mix of theoretical and empirical work as a way of providing transparency about how we reached our conclusions. However, these guidelines are neither perfect nor indisputable. For example, we used average effect sizes found in meta-analyses as a guideline for the interpretation of construct validity of the media violence exposure measures. However, meta-analyses have their own limitations associated with publication bias and methodological differences between studies, which may result in overestimation of effect sizes (see Savage & Yancey, 2008). As such, some researchers may feel other guidelines are more appropriate when interpreting correlations between media violence measures and aggression. Moving forward, establishing more standardized guidelines for the evaluation of media exposure measures is critical. Doing so will help to provide more clarity about which measures achieve reliability and validity in which contexts (e.g., age groups, types of media). Moreover, a move toward more standardized use of the measures themselves would facilitate direct comparisons between studies investigating media violence.

In addition to deciding on the guidelines for reliability and validity coefficients, it is vital for future validation research to think about how reliability and validity can be
assessed in the best possible way. For example, each of the three criteria used in this study may be improved in future validation research. First, test-retest reliability coefficients reflect random measurement error as well as change in the behavior over time (Heise, 1969; Lee et al., 2008). Because the variable nature of media use may prevent clear interpretations of test-retest reliability coefficients, relevant future validation research should also assess stability of the behavior in addition to the reliability of the measure. Second, our study used media diaries to assess criterion validity but found that this method was not a “gold standard” for television violence exposure. Future validation research should think about what other criterion measures may be used to evaluate short self-report measures. It is possible that there is, in fact, no “gold standard” available. In that case, researchers can assess a measure’s convergent validity by comparing the to-be-validated measure with a range of other existing (and preferably already validated) measures. Third, in this study, we used aggression and gender to assess the exposure measures’ construct validity. However, in a field where researchers passionately disagree about whether media violence is related to aggression at all, it would be advisable to include additional constructs that are theoretically expected to relate to media violence exposure (e.g., sensation seeking).

Anticipating challenges of self-report measures
Of course, no matter how well we conceptualize, operationalize, and evaluate media violence exposure measures, there will always be weaknesses inherent to self-report measures common in this and other fields of communication research. Given the costly and time-consuming nature of many “gold standard” measures (e.g., media diaries, behavioral measures, video observation), the reality is that most media researchers need to rely on self-report measurement. It is therefore paramount that researchers consider the inherent weaknesses of such measures at study onset. For example, an important threat to the validity of self-report studies is that they often rely on single respondents for all variables. This could result in particular response patterns due to mischievous responding or single-responder bias. For example, when relying on user-rated favorites, asking participants to first rate the violent content of their favorite games, and then report on aggressive behavior, may set up demand characteristics that result in spurious effects. Researchers can take several steps to prevent this. First, researchers can triangulate data using multiple respondents (e.g., teens, their parents, and agency-ratings for violent content). Second, when using different respondents is not feasible, researchers can embed the relevant questions in a larger survey as a way of preventing respondents to guess the aim of the study. Third, researchers
can use multiple measures of media exposure and outcomes. These need not only be the traditional self-report measures. Rather, researchers may also consider turning to newer methods, such as implicit measures (see Hefner, Rothmund, Klimmt, & Gollwitzer, 2011, for a review), as a way of capturing behaviors in a less obvious way. By anticipating the weaknesses of self-report measures, as well as looking for other ways of measuring media violence exposure, media violence researchers can further improve the quality of their future work.

Conclusion
In all, the results of this study support the reliability and validity of direct estimates as a measure of both television and game violence exposure, as well as the reliability and validity of user-rated and agency-rated favorites of game violence exposure. These measures are, therefore, appropriate for use in future media violence studies. However, it is important to recognize that the reliability and validity coefficients for each of these measures were modest, which indicates that there is room for improvement. Ultimately, we believe that the future of this field does not lie in producing more studies using the current stock of measures. Instead, in order to truly move forward, scholars should systematically reflect on several aspects of media violence exposure measurement, such as what we mean by “media violence exposure,” when a measure is reliable and valid, and how to anticipate challenges associated with using self-report measures. Such collective self-reflection should result in a better understanding of media violence exposure.